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What's in 'A' grade? 
by Kim Hudson ' . 
news editor 
UM-St Louis has seen more significant drops in the 
number of As and Bs awarded to students between the fall 
semesters of 1995 and 1996 than any other University of 
Missouri campus. 
According to Linda Silman, associate registrar at UM-
St. Louis, fewer undergraduates received As and Bs for the 
fall of 1996 than in the fall of 1995. 
The number of students receiving A-type grades, in-
cluding A-minuses, dropped 3 percent from 31 percent in 
f 
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" Words of Women" ring out 
for/ocal audiences. 
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1966-1996 
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Grading system 
stands despite 
disapproval 
by Kim Hudson 
news editor 
In its sixth semester, the incremental grading sys-
tem has met resistance by students and some facuity. 
(I' fall 1995 to 28 percent in fall 1996. 30- In the fall of 1992, the University Senate at UM-St. Louis voted to recommend a new grading system to 
Chancellor Blanche Touhill. The new system gave 
instructors the option of adding pluses and minuses to 
course grades . Since then, reaction among students and 
faculty have been mixed. 
The same trend can be seen in the percentage of B-type 
grades (including pluses and minuses) which fell from 32 
percent in fall of 1995 to 29 percent in the fall of 1996. 
. Administrators gave different reasons for these trends. 
Roosevelt Wright, vice chancellor for Student Affairs at 
UM-St. Louis, said the drops here could be attributed to 
various factors . 
"One of the rea-
25 
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Donald Lisenby, a psychology professor, was will 
to use the new grading system but met strong resistance 
from his students, 
"I think the faculty is 
trying to show that 
we do not give you a 
degree here just 
because you came. II 
sons probably is that University of Missouri campus 
instructors are be- ,---,~-----------------~---------~~~~::....::~~~:....;,=-~ see Incremental, page 8 
-Roosevelt Wright 
II vice chancel/or for 
Student Affairs 
and talent. 
coming more dis-
criminating in giving 
A's and B's," he said. 
Wright added that 
this may be an effort 
by the faculty to im-
prove the image of the 
University from that 
of a commuter cam-
pus w here anyone can 
enroll to that where 
success takes \vork 
"I think that the faculty is trying to show that we do not 
give you a degree here just because you came," Wright said. 
"We want this university to very much excel in its image and 
it off~rings." 
Administrators also commented that the quality of stu-
dents at each of the campuses played a large part in the grade 
t changes. 
"Students [at UM-St. Louis) may not be performing as 
well in the year you see the decline." Wright said. "But, I do 
not have any data to support this." 
Gary Smith, director of Admissions and Registrar at 
Mizzou, had no data to explain the grade changes on his 
campus either, but he said the increases were expected. 
"When I look at the quality of our student body, it does not 
surprise me that we have a high number of good grades," he 
said. "The quality of high school seniors coming to our school 
has been improving over the last five or six years." 
Despite divergent trends in the grades received on their 
see Grades, page 8 
. . photo by Ashley Cook 
NBC s~orts anchor Bob Costa~ (c~nter) dlscusse~ media coverage of the Olympics Friday. Other panelists are (from left to right): Thomas 
Mc:hall: profes~or of commUnications and associate vice chancellor of academic affairs; John MacAloon, professor of anthropology at the 
University of Chicago; Charles Korr, professor of history and director of the Center for Humanities and Susan Brownell (not pictured). 
Search for Honors 
(jean narrows 
by Bill Rolfes 
and Doug Harrison 
of The Current staff 
Many aspects of the Pierre 
Laclede Honors College future re-
main uncertain. One thing is clear: it 
will continue to grow, and two ofthe 
people who are vying to oversee that 
growth as the next dean of the college 
spent two days of intensive meetings 
and interviews on campus in search 
of that appointment. 
Fran Hoffmann 
The first two of four final candi-
dates said they plan to form advisory 
committees to manage the projected 
enrollment increase at the Honors 
college. 
Thomas Brickhouse held an open 
see Dean, page 8 
Food for thought 
Stymied search for UM President nears final stages 
by Doug Harrison "Troy understands that students the two dropouts to media scrutiny. At that time, a consultative com-
managing editor wantaleaderwhowilleffectivelywork "Despite our best efforts, we have mittee comprising of members from 
for their benefit," Fritchey said. "I have lost most of our final candidates be- all four campuses will review the ap-
the utmost confidence in his abilities to cause of total breech of confidential- plicants. The search for the next lnv1 presi-
dent continues despite candidates re-
moving themselves from the race and 
the media scrutiny surrounding the 
search committee's secretive delibera-
tions . 
Bob Fritchey, Student Government 
Association president, andstudentlead-
ers from the four lJM campuses re-
cently met with Troy Nash, student 
representative on the board of curators. 
According to Fritchey, Nash dis-
cussed'the issues that are most impor-
tant to students. 
represent students' interests." ity in one case and our inability to The board of curators has takenflre 
In an uncommon move, the board reasonably assure the second candi- from UM campuses for its secretive 
unanimously voted to give Nash a vote date that he could get from the airport search process. 
on the committee to select the pres i- to the interview room and back to the Editorials in the UM-Columbia 
. dent. airport without exposure to report- Maneater mocked the curators search. 
The Board of Curators, the govern- ers," Fischer said. "Don't ask Curator Adam Fischer 
ing body of the UM system, recently One of the candidates who re- to reveal the identity of the three final 
interviewed finalists in St. Louis. quested to be removed from the list was candidates. Even if he told you, he'd 
One candidate was eliminated fol- Lois DeFleur, president of the State have to kill you," the editorial read. 
lowing the interview and two others University of New Yark. It continued, "Curators were is-
removed their names from the list un- The board will reveal the names of sued cyanide capsules with instruc-
expectedly. all candidates when it agrees on a final tions to swallow them should they be 
Curator Adam Fischer attributed list. captured by enemy reporters." 
Inside 
ARAMARK convenes groups to improve food services For a list of Black 
History month . 
activities on 
campus, see page 8. 
by David Baugher 
of the Current staff 
Volunteers are needed for spe- , 
cial focus groups which will meet 
this week to generate ideas on im-
proving campus' food services. 
"We're trying to set up these 
groups and interview people so that 
we can see what -their needs are'," 
said GloriaSchultz, director of Au»-
iliary Services. "We just wan! can-
did opinions on food service and 
how we can make it more satisfac-
tory for all the customers." 
Since 1992. most food services 
have been provided by ARAMARK 
Corp., which runs both on-campus 
eateries, "The Cove" and "The Url-
,derground." The two new coffee, 
bars, operated by the Praxton Enter-
prises, are also contracted through 
ARAMARK. ARAMARK's contract 
with the University expires this sum-
mer. The focus groups are a,n attempt 
to gather student input on what the 
new contract should include. Schultz 
said that the participation of faculty, 
staff and students is vitaL 
"We want to be innovative," 
Schultz said. "The more people that 
come in to talk, the more we learn." 
The groups will be moderated by 
a representative from Thomas Ricca 
and Associates, the design team for 
food service in the new University 
Center, which will also be a topic of 
discussion . The center is expected to 
be completed around the year 2000. 
Schultz hopes to form three 
groups composed of about 12 people 
each to represent the campus. Schultz 
said groups are expected to meet this. 
Thursday and Friday but times are 
flexible to meet student needs. Resi-
dent hall students meet in two sepa-
rate groups, but Schultz s'aid she 
would glad1y fonn more groups if 
there were enough participants to fill 
them. 
"We're hoping to have a really 
good sample of all the customers on 
campus," she said. "The overriding 
intent is to talk to the campus com-
munity in general and see what they 
would like." 
To become a group member or 
for more information contact Gloria 
Schultz at 516-5760 or Joe Kortum at 
516·6430. 
photo by Shelley Satke 
Studen'ts wait in the Pizza Hut line at the Underground. 
ARAMARK, which operates the Underground, is forming focus 
groups to improve food service on campus. 
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Is UM-St. Louis 
too good 
for Lincoln? 
by Scott Lamar 
editor in chief 
You don't have to be a historian to know 
that Abraham Lincoln and George Washington 
were great Americans. The contributions they 
made to society long ago helped propel our 
nation into the power 
that it is today. 
Deservedly, 
Washington and Lin-
coln have a holiday 
named in their 
honor-Presidents ' 
Day. Practically ev-
ery calendar in the 
country states it as 
such. Even more, many public institutions (many 
colleges and universities included) honor the 
holiday by allowing its employees and/or stu-
dents to take the day off. 
These people have the opportunity to take 
time out to recognize the brilliant accomplish-
ments of our late presidents. 
Unfortunately though, Presidents ' Day is 
just your average, run-of-the-mill day at UM-
St. Louis. UM-St. Louis gives Washington and 
Lincoln about as much hoopla as Flag .Day, 
when it deserves the same respect as Martin 
Luther King Day and the Fourth of July. 
For the life of me, I can't figure out why the 
University isn't closed today. I'm not even sure 
who is in charge of rendering the decision. I can, 
though, speculate as to why Washington and 
Lincoln's day fits in'with Buzzard Day (March 
16) as one of the holidays the Uni versitychooses 
to ignore. 
It could be that the two men weren't that 
great. Perhaps Washington really did chop down 
his father ' s cherry tree. Who knows, maybe he 
was hogging all the blankets and Beans and 
Weenies to himselfwhilehis men froze to death 
in Vall~y Forge. Nevermind the fact that Wash-
ington led his troops to victory in the Revolu-
tionary War and prevented any chance tbat we 
~ould still be under British rule, Washington 
~ould have been a scoundrel for chrissake. And 
maybe, just maybe, our University is privy to 
this information. 
But what could a person say negatively 
about honest Abe Lincoln? Well, he was a 
lawyer. So maybe he wasn't all that honest. For 
all we know he could have been ruthless. 
But even if he was a filthy liar, it doesn't 
take away from the fact that he signed the 
Emancipated Proclamation, which freed the 
slaves. Like Martin Luther King, Lincoln was 
shot and killed because of his beliefthat all men 
were equal. 
It cannot be denied the two men should be 
honored by this, a public university . So maybe 
there is a more logical explanation for the snub. 
Perhaps the University can only afford a set 
number of days off and Presidents' Day simply 
didn't make the cut. 
Currently, students at UM-St. Louis have 
Labor Day, Thanksgiving and Memorial Day 
off school. Could it be 'that there isn't enough 
holidays to go around? That if every honorable 
American had a day in the sun, students would 
only attend class four times a month? That if 
Presidents' Day is . ..honored, Halloween might 
be next? 
I doubt it. In fact, I think that celebrating 
Presidents ' Day would make a fabulous half-
way point between Martin Luther King Day and 
Spring Break. A well-deserved breather, if you 
will. 
Now, I don ' t want to make it seem in any 
way, shape or form that I'mjust out to finagle an 
extra day to sleep in , play racquetball or catch a 
fun-filled hour of Jerry Springer. I am in search of 
a logical rationale why Labor Day carries more 
importance at this University than a Revolution-
ary War hero and the emancipator of slaves. 
Because other institutions in the area recog-
nizePresidents' Day as itshouldbe, UM-SLLouis 
must have some sort of explanation. 
This isn't about jumping on a holiday band-
wagon though, it's about honoring Washington, 
Lincoln as well as all of the other great leaders who 
have given up their lime, and for some, their lives, 
to build a nation . 
For now, I'll just wonder and wait to hear a 
sufficient reason . 
Like many, 1'm very curious as to what it is. 
The Current 
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Incremental grading leaves students hopelessly confused 
Here's the popular logic be-
hind incremental grading: incre-
mental grading equalizes the grad-
ing system and lessens the dis-
parity among grades of the same 
letter, ultimately bringing equal-
ity to students. 
Admittedly, the traditional 
grading system (that which ad-
ministers an A for scores between 
90 arid 100, a B for 80 to 89 and 
so forth) does assign the same 
letter grade to a rather Ii beral win-
dow of scores. Conceivably, a 
student who receives an 89 could 
harbor some hostility toward a 
system that makes no distinction 
between that 89 and another 
student's 80. Clearly one per-
formed better than the other. 
Nevertheless, the traditional 
grading system, though unfair as 
it may be, is at least unilaterally 
weak from A to F. 
Whereas, incremental grading is 
specifically flawed to the detriment 
(and chagrin) of performance-oriented 
students. 
Letter grades B, C and D all allow . 
for three levels of performance within 
each letter grade while letter grade A 
only allows for two levels of perfor-
mance. The logic behind this system is 
illusive. 
The same score that earned an A 
three years ago at UM-St. Louis now 
earns an A-. Some students who may 
have received 4.0 grade point aver-
ages in the past can expect to receive a 
3.8 or 3.7. 
Incremental grading implies that 
students are no longer as smart as we 
once thought: 
While it is well and good to raise 
the academic standards at any institu-
tion of higher education, it is under-
handed and downright unethical to 
trot out a new grading system that 
Opinion. writers wanted 
The Current is in search of literate, 
articulate, intelligent and mature thinkers 
to comprise a group of opinion writers. 
• This group will represent a cross-section of the 
University: students, faculty, staff and administra-
tion. 
• Interested applicants should submit an original 
opinion piece, addressing any relevant issue of the 
author's choice. Limitconunentary to 500 words. 
Include name and available phone numbers. 
• Submissions should · be addressed to Doug 
Harrison at 
The Current 
7940 Natural Bridge Road 
St. Louis Mo. 63121 
gives the appearance of higher stan-
dards in the absence of any institu-
tional change in classroom instruc-
tion or teaching methodology. 
Worse yet, instructors compound 
the problem by not using a uniform 
scale to universalize and simplify an 
already frustrating system. 
Some instructors define an A as 
92 to 100. Others call it 93 to 100. 
Still others recognize this ignomini-
ous system for the sham that it is and 
abandon ital1 together. 
That instructors cannot, or will 
not, come to a campus-wide consen-
sus on the issue only further incrimi- . 
nates the incremental grading sys-
tem. 
Where the former system 
suceeded, even with some 
rnanagable weaknesses, incremen-
tal grading has failed, and miserably 
at that. 
Doug Harrison 
E-Mail your letter 
to the editor 
current@ ji nx,umsl.edu 
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The fru its of 
their· labor 
by Doug Harrison 
managing editor 
On your way down the stairs in the library as 
you head toward the papers to wait until that guy 
who hogs the only copy of the Post finishes with 
it, stop near the top of the stairs and look at that 
glass display case full of books . 
Chances are you'll recognize at least one ' 
and maybe two or thre~ UJ the names on those 
book jackets. Those are some of the more no-
table manifestations 
of what professors 
here do when 
they're not assign-
ing chapters 2 
through 34 for next 
class or depleting 
their favorite red ink 
pen on your paper. 
Let me warn 
you up front; the 
titles may be a little overwhelming: Beyond the 
Structuralist Myth of Ecriture (Roland Cham-
pagne), Gauge Theory of Elemelltary Particle 
Physics (Ta-Pei Cheng andLing-FongLi),Mod-
erate. Realism an.d. Its Logic (D. W. Mertz). 
In all honesty I don ' t have the faintest notion 
of what ecriture is nor was I aware that there 
existed a myth about it beyond which one could 
go in an entire book. Similarly, Ihave yet to find 
anything remotely elementary about physics, in 
particles or in big chunks. I did once have a 
· girlfriend who only moderately realized the 
precious and rare nature of my money, but I 
doubt this is the angle Dr. Mertz discusses in his 
book. 
But then these books aren't meant to make 
their rounds on the Book-of-the-Month Club or . 
be turned into a movie-based-on-the-novel-by. 
This is academia, friends. 
But if often bone-dry scholarly literature 
isn't what turns your page, may I suggest David 
Carkeet, another terribly underrated and unsung 
author from the fourth floor of Lucas Hall , 
· whose work is being turned into a movie-based-
. on-the-novel-by. His latest effort, The Error of 
Our Ways, rules-absolute unqualified, pure 
gold. (l would describe it as Seinfeld in print but, 
I fear my name may rather unpleasantly attach 
itself to expletives and oaths of indignation from 
the more literary types on campus.) 
Admittedly, reading, as Seinfeldesque as it 
may be, won't drag the vegetating fallout of 
popular culture away from its television. David 
Carkeet often can't compete with a cold bever-
age in front of a Sony big screen Trinitron. 
And likely tlns is why most of the campus 
missed out on a fabulous and truly interesting 
chance to see arising icon of American network 
sports right here, on this campus, crammed into 
an incommodious comer of the Penney build-
ing. 
Thanks to the efforts of Charles Korr, pro-
fessor of history, Bob Costas dropped in Friday 
to talk to anyone who bothered to stop by. 
Korr, a veteran of the University, came here 
when Chancellor Blanche Touhill was just 
Blanche Touhill and UM-St. Louis was still in 
its infancy . He has virtually created the now-
internationally recognized study of sports and 
society and is the author of, among many other 
books, West Ham United, which is also in that 
little glass case. 
Dr. Korr taught honors :vestern civilization 
during my fIrst semester here. I was far too self-
absorbed then to realize the honor and privilege 
I had to be enrolled in his class. But later that 
semester, Dr. Korr p"opped up on the evening 
news saying something unbelievably brilliant 
about sports and American culture. 
Need an expert opinion on religion? Call the 
Pope. Need one about sports and society? Call 
Dr. Korr. 
The books that may bore you, the research 
about which you don't care, the time spent to 
bring nationally recognized talent to our cam-
· pus-:-in short, these are what will make your 
degree worth something in the future. In the 
academic world, these are the gauges that deter-
mine the extent to which a university supple-
ments classroom Instruction with world-class 
research and programming, thereby producing 
world-class graduates. 
· Often the uncontrollable urge to blame the 
University for seemingly dim employmentpros-
pects is rooted in misinformation or mistaken 
assumptions about the University's mission. 
Thatmission remains what it always has been: to 
educate in and out of the classroom; to teach 
from books and to write them, to discuss what 
makes news and bring news makers to campus. 
To do less is unacceptable. 
The Current welcomes letters to the edi-
tor. Letters should be brief and accompanied 
by your name, telephone and student num-
bers. The Current reserves the right to edit 
letters for clarity and length; letters will not be 
published without the aforementioned infor-
mation. Letters can be dropped off at or mailed 
to: 
The Current 
7940 Natural Bridge Road 
St. Louis, Mo. 63121 
February 17) 1997 
Rat's 
Ramb lins 
by Michael J. Urness 
of The Current staff 
Last time, I mentioned the book 
In Defense of Elitism. A discussion 
group to which 1 belong has had this 
book as its main topic for two meet-
ings in a row. It was suggested by the 
groups founder who discovered it on 
the shelves of a local bookstore. 
In Defense of Elitism was written 
by William A. Henry III(l950-1994), 
a culture critic for Time magazine and 
a two-time Pulitzer Prize winner. At 
the top of the book's cover is a line 
from a New York Times book review 
that pretty well sums up the book: 
"Bracing ... eloquent testimony that 
what killed liberalism in this country 
is a deeply misguided egalitarianism." 
It seems most of the group's pre-
dominantly left leaning members 
agreed with this statement and with 
many of the author's points, but the 
book has some disturbing passages 
too. Oneis Henry's assertion that few 
if any women have made significant 
contributions to the advancement of 
Western culture. 
"The unvarnished truth is this: 
you could eliminate every woman 
writer, painter and composer from the 
caveman era to the present moment 
and not sign.ificantly defo1111 the course 
of Western culture," Henry writes. 
"Of course you would lose individual 
artists of merit: I'd sorely miss Jane 
Austen and George Eliot, Sigrid 
Undset and Willa Cather. But you 
would eradicate few if any true giants, 
and hardly anyone who radically 
changed a f011D instead of simply 
executing it well." 
In the first chapter, Henry attacks 
government, ac:ademia and extremist 
egalitarians for being more interested 
in comforting losers than in celebrat-
ing winners. He minces no words 
when it comes to expressing his dis-
approval of state lotteries which he 
says have made willing accomplices 
of those in education who are lured in 
by promises of an economic windfall. 
111e problem with lotteries, according 
to Henry, is that they make people 
hopeful rather then detennined. 
Henry favors eEminating quotas 
and affinnative action. "Many groups 
have been held down by past circum-
stances but should now be able to 
contribute equally," he writes. "A 
healthy society must be prepared to 
embrace all people of talent. Yet in 
order to motivate and reassure them 
for the future, we cannot reinvent the 
past to pretend that the dispossessed 
made glorious contributions ... " 
Much of the past, according to 
Henry, has been reinvented in mod-
ern textbooks to artificially inflate the 
self esteem of minority groups like 
American Indians, African Ameri-
cans and women. By making peopJe's 
feelings their first priority, schools 
have begun to look and function more 
like counseling agencies than educa-
tional institutions, Henry says. 
A knee-jerk reaction to this book 
would be to immediately dismiss it 
and its author as racist and elitist, but 
closer examination shows Henry was 
far from being a racist, or at least he 
went to great lengths to amass creden-
tials that would suggest otherwise. 
"I am also painfully conscious 
that taking the postures I do may 
condemn me to accommodating 
some pretty strange bedfellows-
racists, male supremacists, patriotic 
zealots, reactionaries, religious ex-
otics and assorted other creeps ... " 
Henry writes. "Yet I'm not a right-
winger, and I hope I am not a nut. I 
am still a registered Democrat, a 
recipient of awards for civil rights 
writing from the National Confer-
ence of Christians and Jews, the 
Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against 
Defamation and the Unity in Media 
contest based at historically black 
Lincoln University. lam a card-
carrying member of the American 
Civil Liberties Union and a donor to 
abundant left-of-center social 
causes." 
In Defense of Elitism is interest-
ing reading, but it's definitely not 
for those looking for a feel-good 
book. 
FEATURES 
The Current 
"A Girl/or the 
Rock [is 
about] newly-
weds, 
formerlyweds, 
gay loves, 
straight loves, 
long loves and 
short loves." 
- Nanora 
Sweet, poet 
photo by: Ashley Cook 
Poet Hilde Hochwald reads one of her poems for the audience. 
"The Words of Women" 
spoken at Left Bank Books 
by Shakira Truss 
of The Current staff 
"The movie wm start in a minute," someone yelled 
from the back of the coffee shop after the lights dimmed 
on the chattering audience and the empty stage awaited 
its first speaker. 
It wasn't a movie about to start last Thursday night 
at Left Bank Books in the Central West End, but a 
presentation of poetry from four women whose poems 
were as diverse as their authors. The title of the perfor-
mance was "The Words of Women" and the four 
women featured were Hilde Hochwald, Denise Bass, 
Professor Jennifer MacKenzie and Professor Nanora 
Sweet. 
After a brief overview of the night's perfonners and 
a few words about Lit1vfag Angela Hamilton, the coor-
dinator of the event, introduced the first speaker. 
Hilde Hochwald, a senior majoring in English at 
UM -St. Louis, camelO the stage that had as its backdrop 
a display window where passers-by took an occasional 
glimpse in to see what was happening; After giggling 
about never having read befote [an audiencyJ, Bochwald 
. started with ,her poem titledBean Eaters: This was not 
from ,;'the collection ,poemsota similar name. by 
Gwendolyn Brooks, the acclaimed poet, but about 
Ho~hwald's visi t' to a friendhving in San Francisco. 
She c?~tinued her readings, "acting out" each po.em 
• withrolling eyes ana stnitegically pl~cedhesitations for 
added effect. 
"I operate ouvof feeling," Hochwald said. She also 
said that she imagines what she is going to do and can 
organize the poem with the rhythm. 
"It's like being in another streamo(consciousness," 
Hochwald exp1ained. 
The themes ofHochwald' !; poems ranged f,rom the 
essence 'of Miles. Davis's eyes to the dilemmas of 
shopping. Most. of her writing inspiration come from 
personal experiences and people he meets . 
Denise Ba. s followed Rochwald to t he stage.Bass 
graduate.d from UM-51. Louis in January with a 
Bachelor ' s degree in General Studies. 
Her poem were short and to the point. They also 
varied in sty le and composition like the other readers' 
poems.She recited poelTy with tid es like That 'Fat Girl 
and Best Christian Ever. which. parodied how she felt 
some religious people behave at times. 
"Some p~ople are just too extreme," Bass com-
mented. 
Another poem was titled Recipient, which was 
about people who receive assistance from welfare, 
Bass said she received a lot of angry responses to that 
one. She continues to be a part of campus activities 
through her involvement with UM-St. Louis Women's 
Poetry Group. 
Also presentingher poems Was Jennifer MacKenzie, 
a UM-St. Louis English professor. Ma~kenzie started 
her reading with. a comeclic and abstraGt look ar a 
headline about an old woman being hit with a large 
Bingo board. With the whir of the cappuccino machine' 
in the distance., she continu~ with a.poem inspired by 
a verse from the Bible' s Book of Job. 
Nanora Sweet, an UM~St. LouIs English LiteFatilre 
professor; was the final speaker of tfue evening. 'SWeet 
recited poems that she said were keeping in step with 
the Valentine theme. One of her poems,lntereiopement, 
eluded loa girI'sinfatuation with Rock lfudson. 
"A girlfor the Rock," sne, added witham).lsement. 
Sweet also read poems that she noted were about 
"newlywe<;ls, formerly weds, gay loves, straight loves, 
see Litmag, page 6 
by Ashley Cook 
of The Current staff 
"I study a few hours at a time, with breaks 
in between to watch TV or sl~ep." 
- Mary Malecek 
Senior --Early Childhood Education 
drink lots of tea." 
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Two UM-St. Louis 
grad students strike it 
big in literary world 
by Becky Rickard 
of The Current Staff 
Diana Davis and Julie Earhart. If 
you don't know these names, you 
will. 
Both women are on rising to suc-
cess in the St. Louis literary world. 
Davis and Earhart are UM-St. 
Louis graduate students in English 
with an emphasis on creative writing. 
Both women are published writers 
who are having selected pieces of 
poetry and short stories performed in 
a theater production named, "Let out 
Voices be Heard and Scene" at St. 
Louis Community College-Forest 
Park, Feb. 21 through 23. 
Earhart's short story, "Sometimes 
You're the Bug; Sometimes You're 
the Windshield," involves two dy-
namic characters, Davey and Cindy. 
Davey is a less-than-average trucker 
in love with Cindy, a cynical, yet 
down-to-earth truck-stop waitress. 
Davey deviously attempts to kidnap 
Cindy's heart. However, Cindy is not 
ready to have her heart won until 
everything goes wrong in Davey's 
plan. Not only is this story a comical 
parody of the trucker lifestyle but is 
also a story of unexpected love. 
This short story can be found in 
the 1993-94 "Steps Astray" issue of 
LitMag. 
Earhart is an energetic, self-made 
woman who has pulled herself up 
from the grim clutches of a divorce 
and down-sizedjob to fulfil her child-
hood dream of becoming a writer. 
She graduated magna cum laude 
from UM-St. Louis in 1996 with a 
BGS concentrating onjoumalistic and 
creative writing. 
Earhart has received many dis-
tinguished awards as a result of her 
involvement with LitM ag, the 
Evening College Council, and free 
lance wntmg, editing and graphic 
design. She also finds time to hold an 
office in the St. Louis Writer's Guild. 
English professor and accom-
plished writer, David Carkeet, be-
lieves Earhart's future is bright. 
"She's creative, funny, lively , and 
promising," says Carkeet. 
Diana Davis has four poems and 
one short story in the Forest Park 
production. 
"Choices," a poem about the Viet-
nam War, is thought provoking and 
emotionally powerfuL while "The day 
it rained suitcases and underwear .. 
.," another poem in the production, 
takes a comedic perspective on the 
delicate subject of infidelity. The fe-
male character in this poem is a cross 
between Alanis Morrisette and 
Carol Burnette. 
Davis's short story, "The Auc-
tioneer in Beulah Land, " occurs in a 
rural setting somewhere in the Bible 
Belt. Beulah is a controlling mother 
and wife married to a relaxed , yet 
talented auctioneer. Conflict arises 
when Beulah's husband drinks too 
many glasses of beer against her 
warning. The story offers poignant 
and humorous insight regarding 
men's dealings with controlling 
women. 
"Diana has a tremendous feel 
for the spectrum of human emo-
tion," says Richard Salamon, direc-
tor of the Forest Park production. 
It was no surprise that the actors 
in the production were excited to 
meet Davis. 
In 1993, she received a BGS 
with an emphasis on writing from 
UM-St. Louis while working full-
time as an admissions advisor. As a 
student, Davis has been recognized 
and honored for her involvement 
see Students, page 6 
Anthropologist receives 
World Ecology Medal 
by John Jones 
of The Current staff 
The world-renowned Dr. Rich-
ard Leakey received an enthusiastic 
standing ovation as UM-St. Louis 
presented him with the World Ecol-
ogy Medal. IThe ceremony took place 
at the Ritz-Carton Hotel in Clayton. 
Leakey, a peloeanthropologist, has 
been departing from researching hu-
man origins for the past ten years and 
is entering the dark and at times dan-
gerous grounds of planning the fu-
tlife of world conservation. 
Leaky is the son ofthe most influ-
ential husband-and-wife team in the 
field of paleo anthropology , Louis and 
Mary Leakey. Richard himself has 
been working in Africa to tind the 
origins of the human race for thepast 
thirty years. In 1984, Leakey made 
his anthropological mark by unearth-
ing the 1.6 million-year-old skeleton 
of a Homo Erectus youth. This was 
one of the oldest skeletons of a spe-
cies commonly thought to be an an-
cestor of modern man. He is also the 
co-author of the important Origins 
and Origins Reconsidered which of-
fer theories on human evolution. 
Leakey went on to become the 
director of the Kenya Wildlife Ser-
vices and Chairman of The National 
Museums of Kenya. Under his lead-
ership, Leakey virtually eliminated 
the illegal ivory trade and the poach-
ing of elephants in his country. He 
has become an expert on wildlife 
conservation. It is through this work 
that Leakey was recognized by the 
Center. In his speech , Leakey 
preached a vision and issued a warn-
mg. 
"The greatest challenge of our 
time is to build a world thatis a world. 
Not to build the components that tend 
to be, for one reason or the other, in 
conflict," Leakey said. 
Leakey called for research cen-
ters like UM-St. Louis's Center for 
Tropical Ecology to become more 
acti ve in the conservation of the sub-
jects they study which may mean 
getting involved with politics. 
When asked about why Leakey 
challenged students and researchers 
to become more active in the politics 
of world conservation, Leakey spoke 
in earnest. 
see Ecology, page 6 
What is your strategy for 
staying awake to· study? 
"I drink a lot pf capuccino." 
'-, 
.om- Holt 
-lulie Williams 
Freshf!lan • Engineering 
FiJ.esliman • Criminal Justice 
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Theater Review 
Theater overs wi I find Arcadia jewel in Rep's crown 
by Nathanael D. Schulte 
entertainment editor 
Lovers of the theater are in for a 
treat with the SL Louis Rep's produc-
tion of A rcadia, winner of the 
Laurence Olivier Award for BcstPlay. 
Playwright Tom Stoppard paints a 
complex and moving picture of the 
parallels between early 19th Century 
England and modern day Britain. 
Opening in 1809 at the country 
estate of the wealthy Caverly Fam-
ily. We chance upon young 
Thomasina Caverly (Ashley West) 
and her tutor, Septimus Hodge (Mat-
thew Rauch), who are working on the 
day's lesson. They are suddenly in-
terrupted by Ezra Chater (Anderson 
Matthews), a little known poet who 
accuses Hodge of tarnishing his wife's 
"pure" reputation by engaging in in-
discreet acti vities with her. 
Hodge does admit to iI, but con-
tends that Lady Chater's reputation 
was hardly commendable to begin 
with. In fact, the frail Mister Chater 
convinces himself that he is in fact 
indebted to Septimus Hodge for 
strengthening the bond between he 
and his wife. 
In the same scene we meet Lady 
Croom (Glynis Bell), mistress of the 
estate and Richard Noakes (Joneal 
Joplin), amateur design artist and 
gardener who is trying out his latest 
ideas on the Caverly gardens, both of 
whom cause their own share of havoc. 
We also meet Captain Brice (John 
Rensenhouse), pretended friend of 
Ezra Chater, who also secretly has 
his eye on Mrs. ChateL 
Next, we enter scene two, at the 
Caverly estate, now in modem day 
England. Bernard Nightingale (Jim 
Abele) has just entered in search of 
I:Iannah Jarvis (Carol Schultz), a fel-
low literary scholar who is studying a 
hermit believed to have lived on the 
estate in the early 19th century. We 
also meet the modern day Coverly 
heirs: Valentine (Chris Hietikko), a 
rather abrasive mathematician who 
secretly loves Hannah, Chloe (Jes-
sica Jaques), the flirtatious daugh-
ter and Augustus (Ben Grimes), the 
mute one who is also in love with 
Miss Jarvis. 
We find in Nightingale's pos-
session a book that once belonged 
to a Septimus Hodge, with an auto-
graph of thanks from one Ezra 
ChateL This book was found, 
though, among the former posses-
sions of Lord Byron, the famous 
English poet and former classmate 
of Septimus Hodge. It IS 
Nightingale's theory that Lord 
Byron was confronted by Ezra 
Chater for a duel and that Chater 
~as in turn killed in the duel, thus 
explaining why Chater was never 
heard from again after 1809 and 
why Byron left the country for a 
couple years after 1810. 
The rest of the play continues 
switching between 1809 and today, 
always showing how Nightingale's 
assertions differed from reality and 
how much the past parallels the 
Movie Review 
present. 
Arcadia asserts in a very con-
vincing manner that nothing is re-
ally new under the sun and that it's 
impossible to discover the entire 
truth when you come to a conclu-
sion before gathering evidence. 
Those who have never experi-
ence the Rep are missing out on an 
artistic treat. Arcadia runs Febru-
ary 7 - March 7. Tickets range from 
$9 to $39.50 for regular prices and 
$5 for student rush with an ID, 30 
minutes before curtain. 
For more information, call the 
box office at (314) 968-4925. 
KoJya's plot interesting, well-developed 
by D.J. Sermos 
of The Current staff 
Kolya is a very interesting movie 
for many reasons. First, this movie 
comes straight out of the Czech Re-
public. This fact made it intriguing 
for me. I wondered how it would 
differ from American movies, both 
socially and visually. What I found 
was that it dealt with issues felt here 
in America and cinematography that 
was up-to-date. In some movies (ie. 
Japanese) the plot makes absolutely 
no sense, because as an American, I 
don't understand their customs or 
cultural ideologies. This wasn't the 
case in this movie. I followed the 
well-developed plot all the way 
through, fully understanding the mo-
tivations of all the characters. 
Czechoslovakia." The plot dealt with 
womanizing, espionage and commu-
nist oppression. The story line fol-
lows "Louka" an ex-Philharmonic 
cellist down on his luck. Needing 
quick cash, Louka agrees to marry a 
Russian so that she can have her Czech 
papers. Louka's new wife using her 
Czech papers emigrates to Germany, 
leaving behind her six year old son. 
The story then documents Louka's 
adventure as he discovers his true self 
through the young boy, Kolya. 
Zdenek Sverak and Libuse Safrankova star in Jan Sverak's Koy/a. This film was set in 1988, just before the "Velvet Revolution in 
Keeping with the story-line, the 
plot and dialogue (though subtitled) 
were each very strong. The director, 
Jan Sverak' son of a famous Czech 
actor, really knows what he's doing 
though some points are very self in-
dulgent. A good example of this is 
when the young boy (Kolya) is sick 
and you can see his toy top spinning 
all around, elaborating the lad's sick-
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Roundtrip Rat~ 
Within Zone A or B 
Between Zone A & Zone B 
Between Zone A & Zone C 
Between Zone B & Zone C 
Within Zone C 
$129 roundtrip 
$189 roundtrip 
$269 roundtrip 
$189 roundtrip 
$109 roundtrip 
Not valid lor travel tolfrom IL/COIAK/HI. 
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Tic~eting: E·Tickeling only (electronic ticketing servicej. 
TaxesJ1)ervice Charges: NI fee;. tI:ies atld surdwges IndLding ~fIl'f Facility Charges 
(up to $12j areihe reslXlnsibiitty olihe passeng€r and [l',lJSt t:e paid at firm of ticKeting. 
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ness. I didn't need to see the top 
spinning on the ceiling, the shadow 
of the top shot from this direction, or 
the shadow spinning on the boys face 
from each angle. Besides this, and 
one countryside scene which lasted 
for five minutes, the director stayed 
true to the focus of the movie and not 
his mad directorial skills. 
On the flip side, the movie was 
weak in three aspects. First, it lasted 
two hours and sixteen minutes, a bit 
too lengthy for my restless soul. 
Secondly, it lost momentum in the 
middle, dragging on for fifteen min-
utes before it picked up again . Don't 
get me wrong, the story line was 
tight; it just got a little slow in the 
middle. Finally, the movie shoots at 
the "artsy" crowd rather than the gen-
eral public (already selected for 
Sundance Film Festival 97). 
This movie is highly thought pro-
voking and definitely a stepping stone 
for the Czech movie scene. All said I 
give this movie a C grade. You may 
ask your self why a C. The answer: 
it's slow and not for the average Joe. 
Ratings receive A-F grades. 
Become a 
Current movie/ 
music critic. 
Call 516-5174 
and ask for 
Nathanael. 
o)d NOW ~~"e\\\ HIRING! ~ 1iefp\Opt\ 
• Part Time Jobs 
• Ideal For Students 
·Choose Your Own 
Schedule 
• No Experience 
Necessary 
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Apply in Person 
Mon.-Fri. LOO p.m - 3:(;)0 p.m. 
727 N. 1st St. 
on Laclede's Landing. 
(314) 621·0276 
. 
OffJci.l1 Spl>n!iOrS Of 
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louer Taco Bell) in Clayton 
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• •• ••••••••••••• 
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Quincy overpowers Rivermen in close game 
Cardinals Winter 
Warm-Up a 
success for 
~ freezing fans 
by Ken Dunkin 
sports editor 
Despite a game leading 19 re-
bounds by Rivermen center Kevin 
Tuckson, the UM-St. Louis basket-
ball team lost 97-89 to Quincy.' 
The Rivermen had played well 
early. They held a commanding 10 
point lead 6 minutes into the game. 
"We shot well early, then the shots 
stopped falling and we fell apart," 
Rivermen head 'coach Rich 
Meckfessel said. "We turned the ball 
over and quit playing defense." 
Quincy held a 47-41 lead at the 
half. The second half turned out no 
better for the team. The result was tbe 
same. 
shooting efforts of Quincy players 
Frank MacIntosh and Matt Steffe. 
MacIntosh had 14 points, Steffe had 
18. 
"Steffe and MacIntosh shot well. 
They hit a lot of bigshots," 
Tuckson said. "We were in it most 
of the game. A few turnovers here 
and a few missed shots there, and we 
were out of it." 
Meckfessel said that only two 
players had good games. Guard Tor-
rance Smith andTuckson. Smith led 
the team with 25 points on a 3-for-5 
shooting effort from 3-point terri-
tory. Tuckson had 19 rebounds and 
13 points. He also hit 5-of-7 free 
throws. 
Smith has seen increased playing 
time along with fellow guard Ryan 
Myers . Smith started against IP-Ft. 
Wayne while Myers played the point 
guard spot late in the second half of 
the game. Both had playing time 
against Quincy. 
well. Tonight he was a little shaky but 
he was playing against a three-year 
starter. Torrance has played well in 
the past four games." 
"I came out and tried to give the 
team a lift," Smith said. "Rodney got 
in foul trouble. I knew I had to come 
out and do well. " 
Myers had only three points 
against Quincy, but his ability to con-
trol the ball has given him the playing 
time. 
Turnovers were again cited as the 
team 's leading problem. They gave 
the ball up 14 times. Quincy only 
turned the ball over eight times. 
"Our intensity was up, but not as 
much as it should have been," 
Tuckson said. "All we needed to do 
was not make the stupid mistakes. 
It's the self-inflicted mistakes that 
cost us today." 
By Brian Folsom 
sports associate 
"In the second half we played 
well except for when i~ got down to 
crunch time . We couldn't make the 
shots," Meckfessel said. "They shot 
it well. But we didn't guard their guys 
who could shoot well. And we let 
their guys who couldn't shoot well 
dribble the ball around us. That is 
why they are 14-8 and we're 6-16." 
"They've produced," Meckfessel 
said. "Ryan hasn'tplayedin two years 
so he's woefully lacking in experi-
ence. He went in Saturday and played 
The Rivermen fell to 6-16 and 3-
14 in the Great Lakes Valley Confer-
ence. They have five conference 
games remaining before the season 
wraps up. Though down , the team 
still knows what they must do . 
photo by: Ken Dunkin 
Ryan Myers (#22) pushes the ball past a Quincy player. 
Winter is stiIl here, and I hate 
it. I never have liked cold weather, 
especially here in St. Louis . 
I dread when November and 
December come around because I 
know how cold it's going to get. 
However, the thing that keeps 
me going through the winter 
months is knowing that April and 
May are right around the corner. 
The first glimpses of summer, 
for me anyway, come around the 
last couple of weeks in February. 
! This is a time when all of the major 
league baseball teams are gearing 
up for spring training in prepara-
tion for the long season. 
For me, baseball is summer, 
and when I see teams working out 
in Florida on television, somehow 
I am not that cold anymore. 
That time of year is slowly 
approaching when not only pro-
fessional teams begin to work out, 
but also most schools around the . 
country as well. In the past, I would 
just wait patiently until spring 
training started to see my favorite 
Cardinal players. 
However, this year, things were 
a little different. 
On Feb. 6, the Cardinals orga-
nization put together an event that 
wiLl surely be an annual, favorite 
attraction for the fans. Several cur-
rent and former Cardinal players 
and coaches were on hand at the 
America Center downtown for the 
first annual Cardinals Winter 
Warm-Up. 
Many players, including Andy 
and Alan Benes , Ray Lankford, 
Ron Gant, John Mabry and other 
current Cardinals were there to 
. sign autographs for their fans . 
Former Cardinal stars were there 
as well, including George 
Hendrick, Bruce Sutter and Bob 
Forsch. 
There were also plenty of 
sports memorabilia on hand to 
observe, and they even had a ques-
tion-answer session, where the 
fans got to ask their favorite Car-
dinal any question they wanted. 
When I first heard about this 
event, I figured most of those who 
would attend would be kids, but I 
was wrong. 
Many people of all ages came, 
both men and women. I had the 
chance to meet Jack Buck, and the 
new owners of the Cardinals . I got 
an autographed baseball from 
Lankford . 
As much fun as I was having, I 
think my girlfriend was enjoying 
the event even more . 
She got an autographed base-
ball from Andy Benes (her other 
boyfriend) , and she got her picture 
taken with Alan Benes . 
Admission was free, but if you 
wanted to get your favorite player's 
autograph, you had to pay $10. 
However, the money went to 
The Rivermen were hurt by the "We need to win," Smith said . 
Smith 
catches fire 
for cold 
Rivermen 
by Ken Dunkin 
sports editor 
The bulk of the scoring in the past two games 
for the Rivermen has come from an unlikely 
source, guard TOlTance Smith. 
Smith had been playing sparingly for the 6-
16 Ri vermen. Early in the season be had been 
lost in the shuffle. The team has eight guard on 
their roster. After part-time starters Dwon Kelly 
and Jason Frillman went down due to injuries 
Smith was in the starting rotation for the first 
time for the Rivennen. Against IP-Ft. Wayne he 
scored a season high 30 points, be also had 6 
rebounds. 
"He's been given a big chance," Rivermen 
center Kevin Tuckson said. "He has the chance 
to show what he can do. That is a good thing and 
I am glad he has the chance to step up. Hopefully 
he will gi ve us the boost we need in our last five 
games." 
Smith led the team for the second connectiYe 
game. Against Quincy he pored in 25 points. He 
shot vi ell as he shot 9-for-17 . He also had four 
assist. 
"I try to get open shots and play within the 
team," Smith said . "I try to help the team with 
my offence as well as my defense." 
In his two starts he is averaging 27.5 points 
per game. His 30 points was a team high for the 
team. He has helped take some pressure off the 
teams leading scorer and leading rebounder 
Tuckson. 
''I'm glad he is scoring and helping boost the 
team up ," Tlj'ckson said. 
In Smith's two starts the team is 1-1. Ac-
cording to Smith, he would trade his 55 points in 
the two games, for two victories. 
"I'm not really happy, because we're not 
winning," Smith said. "I would be more happy 
with a win that to sco re a lot of points." 
photo by: Ken dunkin 
Torrance Smith (#30) fights the Quincy players. Smith averages 27.5 points 
as a starter. 
Dixon dominates for Riverwomen 
Point guard recovers from inj uries to secure a spot on starting lineup 
by Brian Folsom 
sports associate 
After suffering through an injury-riddled 
fresrrman season, UM-St. Louis sophomore 
Char lee Dixon has emerged as the starting 
point guard for the Riverwomen's basketball 
team this season. 
Last season, Dixon appeared in 25 games 
for the Riverwomen as a reserve point guard, 
and averaging 5 points and 2 rebounds per 
game. However, she finished third on the team 
with 32 assists. She accomplished thi s despite 
r Jnstant back problems that limited her play-
ing time and hindered her play. 
This season , Dixon has recovered and has 
School in Breese, III., said that this season has 
been one of many transitions and adjustments . 
"I have had to adjust to learning the plays, 
becoming a leader on the floor and runn ing the 
offense," she said. 
Dixon said that she works hard to make 
herself a complete player on the court, but she 
does have certain weaknesses on which she 
concentrates. 
"I want to improve the ball movement on 
offense," she said . "I want to get everyone to 
move and get in volved because it will make our 
team that much better." 
Although the team has struggled this sea-
son, Dixon said that she sees an improvement in 
the team's play every game. 
Dixon has had to adjust to being the leader on 
the court, but she said that she leads more by 
example and tries to run the offense smoothly 
every time do wn the court. 
This season, Dixon is shooting 32 percent 
from the field , and she is averaging over 7 points 
per game. However, she leads the Riverwomen 
wi th 50 assists and is tied for second on the team 
with 35 steals. Dixon scored a career high 23 
points recently against Southern Indiana. 
According to Coen, Dixon is a much better 
shooter than she gives herself credit. 
the Cardi'nals Care program and to I taken over the starting duties at point guard. 
other charities, so it was well worth According to head coach Jim Coen, Dixon 
"I think we have played better every game, 
but we still have many weaknesses," she said . 
"We are still not where we need to be." 
"She is going to be a key player for us in the 
future, but she has to learn to take charge and be 
a leader on the floor for us," he said. "She is a 
great player, but in order to improve, she is going 
to have to continue to work hard to become 
stronger." 
it. has come into her own this season. 
I hope tuis event is held again 
nex t year because it was fun, and it 
made me forget about winter, for a 
while anyway. 
"We would have liked to have given her 
more playing time last year, but she played 
real well despite her injuries," he said . "This 
season she has really improved her shooting , 
and she has played outstanding defense." 
Dixon, a graduate of Mater Dei High 
Dixon added that if the Riverwomen are 
going to end the season on a positive note. the 
team is going to have to play together. 
"We can win if everyone plays together as a 
team because the talentis there, and we just have 
to put it all together," she said . 
Coen said that because of her back injuries, 
she has lost a little quickne s, but she can get that 
back during the off-season if she works hard. 
"When we recruited her, she was a premier 
point guard, and if she continue to work and 
improve, she is going to have a great future 
here," he said. 
Riverwomen 
take down 
Quincy 
By Brian Folsom 
sports associate 
It had been a long time between victo-
ries, but on Thursday night, the UM-St. 
Louis Riverwomen basketball team over-
came a poor shooting performance to de-
feat Quincy 66-64. 
According to head coach Jim Coen, it 
was nice to get a victory, but he wasn't 
completely satisfied . 
"We played poorly for about 30 min-
utes, and we didn ' t shoot we ll at all ," he 
said. "It says;:;. lot for our team because 
even though we weren't able to play like 
we wanted to, we were still able to pull out 
a victory ." 
The Riverwomen (5-17 overall, 2-13 
Great Lakes Valley Conference) 
outscored Quincy 28-25 in the first half, 
despite shooting 11-30 for 36 percent 
from the field. 
"We really struggled the whole game, 
but the key was that we pl ayed extremely 
hard," said Coen. 
"We did what we had to do and we 
found a way to win ." 
Coen said that the Riverwomen played 
good defense throughou t the game. 
"I think our zone defense really both-
ered their(Quincy) shooting," he sa id. 
Quincy had its problems from the 
field as well, as the team shot 11 -33 for 
33 percent. 
"We were able to keep our head s up 
and stay focused," said Coen . 
Senior Deena App Je bury led the 
Riverwomen with 18 points, foll owed by 
sophomore Krystal L ogan who added 13 
points. Sophomore Deni se Simon led the 
team with 11 rebounds. 
Coen added that while Applebury led 
the team in scoring, she didn't shoot well 
(5-20, 25 percent). 
"But that was a big 3-pointer she hit late 
in the game," he said. "We needed that." 
Coen also noted that freshmen Jamie 
Dress ler and Missy England played excep· 
tionally well. 
Dressler fini shed with 12 poi nts, and 
England had 3 points and three steals in 15 
minutes. 
The Riverwomen have five games re-
maining, and Coen said that the team is 
going to have to win at least a couple of 
them to go out on a positive note. 
"We need t9 be competitive and play 
hard if we are going to do that, " he said. "If 
we can beat either Northern Kentucky or 
Bellarmine, two of the top learn in the 
conference, that will be a hu ge success for 
us ." 
The Riverwomen were scheduled to 
play Northern Kentu cky Sat. night at 
Mark Twain Building . 
Coen said that if the team plays like it 
did against Quincy, it won't win. 
"We have to execute and we can't 
turn the ball over," he sa id. 
The Riverwomen turn ed the ball over 
30 times against Quincy. 
" If we can limit our mistakes and take 
care of the ball , we have a shot ," said 
Coen. 
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The sounds of music 
photo: Ashley Cook 
An African music band performs at the Tropical Ecology scholarship fundraiser. 
Litmag, from page 3 
As the lights began to brighten, 
giving more definition to the once-
silhouetted frames from the audi-
ence and the clicks from the cash 
register in the bookstore ceased, 
Hamilton closed the program. Louis's literary magazine. LitMag 
is a studen t publication published 
annually to showcase poems, plays , 
short stories and other literary 
works. 
"One of the best readings that 
we've ever had," Hamilton said. 
The performance was in con-
junction with LitMag, UM-St. 
Ecology, from page 3 
"We can't just conduct research and 
then leave, we must get involved," Leakey 
stated emphatically. 
To help achieve this end, Leakey 
wishes that students could sustain more 
careers in the diverse fields of ecology. 
With such life-long commitments more 
people could become actively involved 
with combating the destruction of the world 
environment. 
a large part of the problems that envi-
ronmentalist face is the fact that many 
developing nations are not democra-
cies. 
"Without accountable government, 
no matter how much you try to pre-
serve the environment and wildlife and 
tropical ecosystems, you won't suc-
ceed, because unaccountable officials 
will seek to make personal gain over 
everythi ng that good people try to do," 
Leakey argued. 
By repeating this message in his 
native Kenya, Leakey has been threat-
ened with assassination and has been 
beaten severely by henchman of the 
country ' s president. 
Love is the answer: , 
Speaker says couples ought to be friends first 
by Tanya Hearon 
of The Current Staff 
Love was the topic of the day in 
the J.C. Penney Building. 
Leon Henderson, a teacher at 
Cardinal Ritter Prepatory High 
School, lectured on male and female 
relationships in the African Ameri-
can community. 
Leon Henderson 
The lecture, "Lessons in Love," 
capitalism , racism and sexism. 
Henderson stated that relationships 
are becoming a commodity. 
"You give up something in re-
turn for something," said 
Henderson. 
Racism is apart of reality and it 
triggers our own perspective of 
eachother. This dictates how we 
chose each other. 
"Stop operating off 
of appearance and go off 
of character," Henderson 
said. 
The discussion on 
sexism seemed to light 
the eyes of those who at-
tended. Henderson told 
the audience that he was 
a recovering sexist and 
for men to overcome that, 
he explained, they need 
to deal with women is-
sues as well as their own. 
Other issues dis-
cussed included how men 
approach women, how 
African American 
women see African 
American men and the 
differences between men 
and women in the African Ameri-' 
can community . 
Denise J ones, president of the 
African American Leadership 
Council , stated that the meaning of 
love is not sex. 
"Couples really don't know the 
significance of developing friend-
ships first before getting serious," 
she said . 
Jones added that the key to 3. 
healthy relationship is to avoid car 
rying baggage from old relation} 
ships into new relationships. ' 
"We should always Jearn how' 
to respect each other," she said. 
Henderson has already visited 
the University 'several times, lec-
turing on spirituality and politi cal 
issues. 
Yet Jones said that Henderson 
was a great speaker, and she would 
love to have him back again. 
The seminar was sponsored by 
the African American Leadershjp 
Council , Associated Black Colle-
gians and the Sisterhood Exchange. 
For more information on issues 
concerning tbe African American 
community contact the B lack Cul-
tural Center at 516-5731 or Denise 
Jones at 516-5291. 
Students, from page 3 
with LitMag, National Honor Society for 
Evening College, and Women's Studies Cen-
ter. 
Davis decided to become a writer when 
she returned to college after a 20 year sabbati-
cal. As a student, career woman, and single 
mother, Davis has juggled many roles in her 
life, thus promoting her ability to define and 
express the emotions that are so well pre-
sented in her writing. 
The. works, themselves, are intriguing to 
read. However, seeing the works performed ~. 
by talented actors is wonderfully powerful 
and entertaining. Friday and Saturday, Feb 
Leakey warned that the there will be a 
gradual mass extinction almost to the scale 
of the dinosaur's fate, over time. How-
ever, thjs extinction will be perpetrated by 
the human race. In his new book, The Sixth 
Extinction Leakey descri bed the results of 
the pollution and exploitation of the envi-
ronment. He explained that 30,000 differ-
ent species of plant and animals are being 
rendered extinct on a yearly basis. 
Leakey pointed out in his speech that 
His bravery for appearing before 
people all over the world, and continu-
ing to spread his message proves that he 
will remain undaun ted. 
photo: Ashley Cook 
Richard Leakey (right) receives a medal from Chancellor Blache Touhill at the 
Tropical Ecology fundraiser. 
21 & 22, the performances begin at 8 p.m. 
Sunday, Feb. 23, there is a matinee perfor-
mance beginning at 3 p.m. 
For only $4 per ticket, you receive more 
than you pay for. 
If you're a student, r~ad this now 
Campus Connections, the annual 
student directory for the University, is 
scheduled to print soon. 
If }{@u' dO',not wish to have xour 
name~ address ana phone number 
publisnerl in Oaropus COKln_ections, 
you mu$t CQRtact The Durrent at 
516-5174. 
Leave your name and student number 
on the voice mail by February 28. After 
that date, your name, address and 
telephone number will appear in the 
directory. 
The Current 
an equal opportunity organization 
Any Companion 
Rides Free 
i \ 
Amtrak® Companion Fares: 
Two ride for the price of one * • 
We're not fussy. Whatever binds you, as long as your companion is traveling with you, 
he/she rides FREE between any two stations on the Amtrak® St. Louis - Kansas City, Missouri 
trains from January 13th through February 28, 1997. Can ' t be more simple than that. 
Or more money saving I 
St. Louis to Washington: You $12 • Companion $0 
St. Louis to Kansas City: You $26 • Companion $0 
Trains depart daily from the Amtrak station at 550 South 16th Street 
AMTRAK 
call your travel agent or call 
1-800-USA-RAll 
www.amtrak.com 
·Companion rides free when accompanied by full fare paying .du~ traveling between SI. Louis and Kansas City. MO on Train ~303/304 (Ann Rutledge). Train 
#3011306 (Mules). Passengers must travel together on identical itineraries. Seats are limited. Not valid with other discounts, promotions, or oHers. Custom Class 
seating is available for an extra charge. Offer goo~ 1/13/97· 212B/97. Fares. schedules. and restrictions subject to change without notice. 
!' 
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WANTED 
SALESPERSONS WANTED 
Earn $1000+ per week in your spare 
time. No experience necessary. We 
are looking for aggressive college stu-
dents to help us build our exciting new 
business. For more informatiQn call 
510-6209. 
Part-time employment, base pay $7.00 
per hour + shift premium for evenings 
and weekends. Must be able to type 40 
wpm and have professional attitude. 
Call Business Center at 469-0500. 
COMPUTING JOB 
OPPORTUNITIES! 
There are user consultant positions 
available in the Student Computing 
Labs and Advanced Technology 
Classrooms at UM-St. Louis. You can 
apply for the position via the Internet at 
http://www.umsl.edulservices/sc1abs/ 
labs/application.html or pick up an ap-
plication at the SSB 103 lab. Any ques-
tions contact Karla Hangsleben at 516-
6732. 
FREE T-SHIRT 
+$1000 
Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities , 
sororities & groups. Any campus orga-
nization can raise up to $1000 by earn-
ing a whopping $5.00NISA applica" 
tion . 
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65 
Qualified callers receive 
FREE T-SHIRT 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
Earn $1500+ per week working out-
doors. FulllPart-time. No Experience 
necessary. For more information call 
Toll-Free 1-888-321-4440 Ext: 2009. 
HELP WANTED 
Are you energetic and enthusiastic? 
Earn up to $5.25 per hour having fun. 
Flexible hours around your school 
schedule. Please call Pat, Dan, or Tim 
at 576-5580. 
*$200-$500 WEEKL Y* 
Mailing phone cards. No experience 
necessary. For more information send 
a self addressed stamped envelope to: 
Global Communication, P.O. Box 
5979, Hollywood, FL 33083. 
The Current Classified Order Form 
Name: Student #: 
(You must include name and student number 
for ad to run.) 
Message: 
UNDBERGH li MID RIVERS 'ii NORTHWEST PLAZA li O'F,\LLON ~ 
,~ z :~ WEHRENBERG THEATRES~ ~ 
z ~ 
~ 
~ 
EB ' 
= ~ 
...I 
~ 
~ 
EB 
.. 
= 
= t±: 
~ 
..r 
= fOR SHOWTIME AND MOYlE INFORMAnON CALL 821-4900 0 
I:J? VISIT US ON THE WEB AT WWW.WEHRENBERG.COM ! rf'p[E----PUPCO-RN'--1 
rJJ : ATTENTION lJlltSL STUDENTS! 1 
~ BRING THIS COUPON TO A.NY WEHRENBERG THEATRE AND ,,' :E 
1.1.1 RECEIVE A. PROMO BAG OF POPCORN FREE! I 1'1'1 
Q. , OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 31.1997 : ~ 
~ ~_______________ ______ _______________________________ __ _J ~ 
Q ffi UIHOJ It\lUJ ffi NOS)lUVlJ ffi mlIJHllS1HJ II!. NOll\' In := 
GBUSCH Al\PENS~ 
TAMPA BAY, FLORIDA 
A GREAT PLACE TO WORK 
Spend everyday dOing whal you love. On stage or behind lhe scenes . At Busch 
Gardens. we offer over 15 profess ional shows and 6 slages. 
AUDITIONS 
St. louis 
Webster University 
loretto - Hilton Center 
130 Edgar Road 
. MONDAY, 
February 24, (997 
9 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
Dance Auditions 
12:00 Noon 
For audition information. you 
may call the Audrtion Hotline 
at (813) 987·5164 prior to 
audition date. If unable to 
attend tf ' 9 audhion, please 
send your resume and best 
material on VIDEOTAPE 
(non· returnable) to Busch 
Gardens AUditiollS, Enter-
ta inment DepartlilElnt. P.O. 
Box 9158, Tampa, FL 33674· 
9158. 
Our greal benefits include : 
• Comprehensive health care 
program 
• Tuition reimbursement 
• Time off with pay 
• Free tickets 
• Merchandise discounls 
Our hourly pay rates: 
• Vocalists. Dancers and 
Performers $10.90 
• Costumed Characters $9.43 
• Technicians $9.25 
• Dressers $7.37 
• Musicians $11.45 
Full·timeis 32·40 hours per week. 
Overtime (over 40 hours) is time and 
a half. 
Anheuser·Busch Theme Parks are Equal Opportunity Employers M/F/DN. 
CLASS/FIEDS 
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ROOMMATE FOR SALE 
SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY 
BEACH FLORIDA SANDPIPER-
BEACON BEACH RESORT 3 
POOLS, 1 lNDOOR POOL, HUGE 
BEACHSIDE HOT TUB, SUITES 
UP TO 10 PEOPLE, TIKI BEACH 
BAR, HOME OF THE WORLDS 
LONGEST KEG PARTY. 
FREE INFO 1-800-488-8828 
WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON.COM 
SATANISM IN St. Louis - be a part 
ont! Official Church of Satan Grotto. 
Building a better world and having a 
Hell of a good time. Send letter and 
SASE to Ambrosius / RE: Legion of 
Loki / POB 140252/ St. Louis, MO 
63114. 
ROOMMATE WANTED 
Spacious 3br, 2 bath, Apartment in 
University City 1/3 rent, 1/3 utilities, 
security entrance, offstreet parking. In 
Da Loop, male or female, serious stu-
dents only! Call Robert for more infor-
mation 863-6404. 
SEEKING A ROOMMATE 
Spacious lOftX19ft bedroom, quiet 
building in Central West End. Across 
from Redel's Rest, short walk to 
Metrolink station. $300./a month. 
Call Stuart, 367-6997. 
1993 Eagle Talon, 77,000 miles, air, 
cassette, cruise. Asking $6900. Any 
question call Brad at 416-7522. 
'90 Mustang Convertible. Red, 5 
speed. 78,000 miles. $6,500. If inter-
ested call Jenny at 867-6847. 
CANCUN-PADRE-MAZATLAN 
SPRING BREAK'S HO'ITEST! 
1-800-328-7513 
HE':::1, WI-\AT \-\f:\PPE ~E.D 
,0 !,10ul<.. INSPIRCI,TIOtJAL 
FREE FOOD, DRINK & PARTY 
SPECIAL!?! Up To $200 Discount 
Coupons on our Website-
www.studentadvtrav.com 
PL.(:)..Q\.Jt~ 
ASK FOR DOUBLE DISCOUNT!! 
Gospel choir rehearsals are on Thurs-
days at2:30 p.m. in the Music Building 
Room 225. All students, faculty, staff 
and alumni are welcome to join. For 
more information contact Angela at 
361-3056 or 516-5286. 
LOSE WEIGHT 
EZ Fat Burning Nutrition based on 
Zone Diet. Weight control and sports 
nutrition program with personalized 
meals, delicious nutrition bars. Burn 
fat with every meal! CALL FIT-
NESS WORKS at 389-8736. 
Certified Personal Trainer available 
for workouts in cardiovascular, 
weight training, or Pilate.s . 
FREE Information on how you can 
earn $$$ working for yourself in the 
lawn care and landscaping business. 
Call 1-888-321-4440 Ext. 2009. 
JOIN 
THE CURRENT 
'1 Ways to spend .. , 
il,; l,...--. ~J ~}:-Spring Break! 
:1 5 ~\.\ 
D 
D 
IX] 
~ 
Go to the beach . 
Just Hang out 
Invest in your future 
Attend Job Fair 
Gateway To Careers 
Job Fair 
. Thursday, March 13, 1997 -- 9 a.m .•• 3 p.m. 
Mark Twain Building· UM • St. Louis 
~~~·!;~ri~~1~1il;~fl~ir~~~~If. 
Career Services 
308 Woods Hall--516-5111 
Sponsored by the Gateway PIaC4ment Association 
<:;::3 
'S" 
• 
{;. 
.,; ~~ f@ ~ 
Q -l::s. ~ b 
'0 q fff) 
'-" t::I P4® 
'\ ~ 
'" 
~ 
V t:> 0 
• FREE TEST, with immediate results detecls 
pregnan cy 10 days after it,begills . 
· PROFESSIONAL COUNSEUNG 
• [MMEDrATE practical assistnnee 
_ A L L scr.vices FREE and confidential 
Help Is Ncurpy 
Br.ntwood . 
lSaliwin . . . . 
. 962-5300 
227-2266 
: 227-.776 
St. Ch .. d ....... 124-120U 
South City . ... . 962-3653 
.. idto .... n ~ 9~6-4900 
(AFTER HOURS, 1-80D-650-41100) 
~ We Care. 
Are you interested in FREE MOVIES? 
We are currently hiring for: 
* Usher 
* Concession 
* Box Office 
* Cash Handlers 
Flexible Hours, Great Pity, Opportunity for Growth 
For Infonnation, Call: 
205-9800 
Or stop by our trailer on the west, rear side of the theatre 
* Must be 16 to apply * 
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Dean, from page 1 
;ession on Feb.ll, and Frances 
-Ioffmann held one on Feb. 12. 
Brickhouse, a professor of an-
:ient philosophy, has been at 
~ynchburg College in Virginia for 22 
lears. 
He served as chainnan of a com-
nittee in the mid 80s that was con-· 
:emed about education. He said the 
ldministration was concerned that 
;tudents were leaving Lynchburg to 
[ttend more challenging institutions. 
"Our response was to create an 
lOnors program," Brickhouse said. 
'We started a program of courses that 
;vere small, interdisciplinary and chal-
enging to students We let the faculty 
each a small number of students and 
:ook up some new courses." 
Hoffmann, from the University 
lfMissouri-St. Louis, is an associate 
Jrofessor of sociology and also the 
lirector of the Institute for Women's 
md Gender Studies (IWGS). She 
;erved at Skidmore College in New 
{ork as dean of Student Affairs from 
1978 to 1988. 
Part of Chancellor Blanche 
lOU hill ' s vision for the college calls 
for it enrollment to increase fwm the 
current 200 to approximately 600 stu-
dents and then level off. 
Brickhouse said the faculty and 
staff size will also have to increase. 
"L think there is necessarily a 
trade-off the University will have to 
make," Brickhouse said. "1 am sensi-
tive to the problem, but I can't make 
it go away unless I have a firmly 
committed staff to back me up." 
Brickhouse said he would want 
to identify alumni from the Honors 
College and put them on a board to 
assist with programming. 
"I want to try to have an outside 
advisory board that are not faculty 
members but are from the commu-
nity," Brickhouse said. 
Hoffmann said she would like to 
get faculty members involved with 
an advisory committee, without de-
manding a lot of extra time from 
them. 
"I absolutely see a need for an 
advisory committee," Hoffmann said. 
"It is politically strategic .. .I don't 
work in isolation, but in collabora-
tion." 
Charles Larson, an English pro-
fessor, served on the original plan-
ning board for the Honors College. 
"Originally we called for an advisory 
committee," Larson said. "Our plan 
called for one, but it has become 
dormant." 
Larson said a common view is 
that committees get in the way. 
With the proposed enrollment 
increase, Hoffmann said she is wor-
ried about the Honors College grow-
ing too fast. 
"Class size remains a bedrock 
principle," Hoffmann said. "It would 
be folly to dilute the quality of the 
program by increasing the class size." 
She added, "With a strong group of 
faculty to stand behind me we could 
keep the class size low." 
Honors classes are smaller than 
others on campus, offering a more 
intimate setting among students and 
professors. Both candidateshave ex-
perience working in a college envi-
ronment, \vhich focuses on the un-
dergraduate student. They are accus-
tomed to working closely wilh the 
students. 
Hoffmann said she believes the 
new dean will have to create a vision 
for the Honors College that compli-
ments rather than competes with the 
University . 
"Right now, many missions are 
out there," Hoffmann said. "We need 
to answer the questions: Where do 
we want to be as a University and 
how does the Honors College fit?" 
Brickhouse said that if the Uni-
versity cannot afford to sufficiently 
staff the Honors college the size of 
honors classes will have to increase. 
"When you have a seminar with 
more than 15 students, it's starting 
not to be a seminar," Brickhouse 
said. 
He added that class sizes may 
have to increase; however, he is "will-
ing to be flexible when it's crunch 
time." He predicted that enrollment 
increases at the Honors College will 
be an expensive program. 
"There is a strong fund raising 
component of the dean's position," 
Hoffmann said. "I hate begging the 
administration for money. I would 
rather raise my own money." 
A lternative physician 
to speak at UM-St. 
Louis; The Pre-Med So-
ciety will welcome Dr. Dan 
Weidershein to speak on 
. topics in alternative medi-
cine. The lecture is 
scheduled for Feb. 28 at 1 
p.m. in Rm B451 of Benton 
Hall. For more informa-
tion, contact Amy Taylor 
at (314) 739-2977. He has 
already given lectures at 
St. Louis University and 
Washington University 
Schools of Medicine. 
State University and is ac-
tive in a number of profes-
sional organization deal-
ing with university admi~­
sion's. 
New di rector of 
precollegiate prog ram. 
Cyrus Rodgers, assistant 
professor of elementary 
and early childhood edu-
cation, has been named 
director of" Access to Suc-
cess," succeeding Doris 
Trojcak. 
Upcoming events celebrating 
Black History Month 
Incremental, from page 1 
Women and violence 
to be focus of psychol-
o gy colloquium. Jody 
Miller, assistant professor 
of behavioral studies, will 
lecture on women and vio- . 
lent behavior on Feb. 18 
at noon in Rm 331 of the 
Social Sciences Building. 
The lecture titled, "Young 
Women, Gangs and Vio-
lence" is sponsored by the 
Center for Trauma Recov-
ery. Call 516-6738 for de-
tails. 
Future of banking to 
be distinguished 
speaker topic. On Feb. 
25 at 7 p.m., R. Crosby 
Kemper Ill, president, 
UMB Barik of St. Louis, 
will discuss the future of 
banking in America, 
February 18, 1997 
Speaker: Ronald Henry 
Topic: Misogynistic Behavior: Acts 
of Violence, Sexual Exploitation and 
Global Dehumanization of Women" 
254 University Center (The Black 
Culture Center) 
11 :00-3:00 p.m. 
February 19, 1997 
Panel Discussion 
Panelists: Zaki Baruti, Richard "On-
ion" Horton, Minister Donald 
Muhammad and Alice Windom 
Topic: "Black Leadership in the 21st 
Century" 
78 J. C. Penney 
12:00-3:00 p.m. 
Speaker: Dr. Bernard Harris, MD 
(former astronaut) 
J. C. Penney Auditorium 
2:00p.m. 
February 25, 1997 
.. Speaker: Dr. Frances Cress Welsing 
Topic:"Racism (White Supremacy) 
and Black Mental Health" 
J. C. Penney Auditorium 
7:00p.m. 
February 28, 1997 
Evening of Fine Arts 
LiveMusic: illv1-St. Louis Ensemble 
and choir from the Pattonville School 
Districtand other groups 
J. C. Penney Auditorium 
7:30-9:00 p.m. 
March 1, 1997 
Black Rhythm Celebration 
J. C. Penney Auditorium 
7:00p.m. 
• Check the daily events calen-
dar in the lobby of the J. c. Penney 
Building for any time or venue 
changes for events. 
• List compiled by Bill Rolfes 
"I do not care for it either way,"hc 
said. "But, I have not used the system 
since it first started because the stu-
dents voted almost unanimously against 
it," 
Carol Kelly, a professor in the Bi-
ology department held the same view. 
"I hate it," she said. "I would go 
back to the old system ifI could." 
According to Kelly, the biology 
department requires its instructors to 
use the incremental grading system. 
This reaction was not expected by 
Larry Friedman, chairperson of the 
University Senate. 
"I think that people felt it would be 
a much more accurate measure of a 
student's performance," 
Roosevelt Wright, vice chancellor 
for Academic Affairs at UM-St. 
Grades, from page 1 
campuses, Wright and Smith dis-
agreed with the notion among many 
students that grade "deflation" was 
popular among faculty members or 
the administration . 
"I do not believe that there is 
anything wrong with high standards ," 
Wright said. "But, hard grading does 
not get [faculty members] tenure be-
If you to 
how w 
today, 
score? 
Co 
• Receive a compu 
• Get proven test 
Call 
ut. 
like the real thing. 
suits. 
r seat! 
9 a.m. 
Louis, agreed. 
"The plus-minus system was a way 
of helping those students who, say, did 
work that was just a 'B' under the old 
system but was very close to an < A' ,"he 
said. 
Friedman was also unaware of any 
criticism of the new system. 
UM -St. Louis was not the first cam-
pus to experience dissent to the incre-
mental grading system. 
According to Walter Gajda, vice 
chancellor for Academic Affairs at illv1-
Rolla, the recommendation encoun-
tered sllch resistance that the campus 
continues to use the system without 
pluses or minuses. 
"Our academic council debated it 
at length ," he said. ' No one seemed to 
want it." 
cause rigorous grading does not trans-
late into good teachi ng at all." 
Smith agreed."I think you have to 
look at it on an individual basis . You 
do need to be suspicious of those 
professors who give mostly C's, D's -
or F ' s, " he said. "But you cannot 
generalize. There could be al( kinds 
of circumstances." 
New admissions di-
rector named. Curtis C. 
Coonrod has been ap-
pointed director of Admis-
sions, effective March 
1997. Recently he served 
as director of admissions 
for the University of Texas 
Medical Branch at 
Galveston. 
Immediately prior to 
that appointment, he was 
associ ate director of ad-
missions at UM-St. Louis. 
Coonrod holds a master's 
degree from Sangamon 
The lecture, titled "The 
Future of Banking and the 
Future of the City," will be 
held in the Summit Lounge 
in University Center as 
part of the Winter 1997 
Distinguished Speaker 
Series, sponsored by 
Price Waterhouse LLP 
and presented by the 
School of Business Ad-
ministration Alumni Asso-
ciation Chapter. For reser-
vations, call 516-6460. 
Open session for dean 
candidate. An open session 
with William Frawley, of 
Lancaster, Pa., a candidate 
for dean of Pierre Laclede 
Honors College, is sched-
uled for 3:45 p.m. Feb. 17 in 
Rm. 156 of the University 
Center. Ca1l516-5372 for de-
tails. 
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The Current is now accepting applications for 
Editor -in-Chief of the 1997 -199 8 academic year. 
,Interested applicants must submit 
e A cover letter 
eAresume 
e Three (3) letters 
of reference 
All information must be submitted to Scott Lamar 
by 5 p.m. Saturday, March 1, 1997 to be considered. 
Information can be mailed to or dropped off at: 
TIle Current 
7940 Natural Bridge Ro-ad 
S1. Louis, Missouri 63121 
